
| Mattresses & Frames 



Twin 

Twin size mattresses are the most common size for individual sleepers, especially in vacation homes, 

kids’ rooms and daybeds. A Twin size mattress is spacious enough for an individual looking to empha- 

size the space in a small room. The standard measurements for a Twin size mattress are 38” x 75”. 

 

Full 

Full size mattresses give an adult plenty of room and also for children to grow into the bed, saving 

money on replacing mattresses year after year. Keep in mind, the standard measurements for a Full 

size mattress are 53” x 75” and can often be too short in length for the average sized man. 

 

Queen 

Queen size mattresses are among the most common for couples or sprawling sleepers. The standard 

Queen size mattress in 60” x 80” and offers slightly more width than a full size. Queen sizes are perfect 

for smaller master bedrooms and guest rooms as well as for couples who enjoy close quarters. 

 

King 

A standard King size mattress is also referred to as an Eastern King and the standard size for the King 

size mattress is 76" x 80", offering couples the maximum amount of sleeping space. A King size also 

fills a large bedroom, giving the room a luxurious and stately centerpiece. 

 
Mattress 

Sizes 
and more... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Twin Twin XL Full Queen King 

38 x 75 38 x 80 54 x 74 60 x 80 76 x 80 



 

Solstice Sleep Products is committed to being the leading provider 

of quality mattresses at exceptional value. A platform has been 

created to manufacture the highest quality product while delivering 

an uncompromising benchmark of service that consistently exceeds 

our customers’ expectations by developing the highest valued sleep 

products in the industry. 

Solstice Sleep Products’ extensive portfolio of brands delivers 

exceptional mattress values for hundreds of dollars less than lead- 

ing national advertised brands. Through research and develop- 

ment, we have incorporated premium components into our 

mattresses including individually wrapped coils, Ultra-Premium 

Visco-Elastic Memory Foam (Gel Foam), advanced traditional wire- 

tied spring systems, and natural latex. 

 
 

 
Foams that feel good and you can feel good about... 

We are a U.S. based manufacturer committed to delivering sleep 

products with the highest standards and warranties. This truly is  

the recipe for a perfect night’s sleep. 

Made in the USA! 

 

 

 http://certipur.us/ 

http://certipur.us/


 
 

NORDIC REST 
Solstice Finland 9” Gel Visco 

Memory Foam Mattress 
 
 

2” Top Layer CoolGel™ Visco Foam 
Mattress with Quilted Cotton Knit Cover 

[Type: Medium-Firm] 

Cooling Gel Memory Foam: 

 2” Top layer of CoolGel Infused Pressure Relief Visco Foam 

technology, designed to relieve pressure point contact 

 Contours to the body and creates less pressure, resulting in 

less tossing and turning, 

 A deeper, more rejuvenating sleep every night 

Support System: 

 7" of (HD) High-Density Ultra Resolution Gradient Comfort 

Foam for support 

 Provides excellent lumbar support 

 Even support to the entire body, no sinking 

 Less stress on the back and hips 

 Allows for a better night’s sleep 

Quilted Cotton Knit Stretch Cover: 

 Naturally derived from sustainable cotton fiber 

 Breathable, allowing air circulation 

 Premium choice in high-end bedding 

20 Year Limited Warranty 

 (10 Year Non-Prorated+ 10 Year Prorated) 
 
 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen & King 



 

NEW ARRIVAL! 

 

 

 2” Top Layer Gel Infused-Visco Elastic, Ventilated 

Memory Foam gives a cooler sleeping experience and 

aids in consistent sleep 

 
 2” High Resolution 2.0 Density Foam encased convoluted 

comfort with and additional 2” Seating Edge XF Support 

 
 7” Support Foam Layers: Support for side or back sleep- 

ers, optimum air circulation for a cooler, more regulated 

sleeping environment. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Solstice Paradise 13” 
CoolGel Memory Foam 

Mattress 

2” Top Layer Gel Infused-Visco Elastic, 
Ventilated Memory Foam with 11” Support 

Layers 

Available in Queen & King 

 

NO-- RDIC REST 



 

 

NORDIC REST 
Solstice Oslo 12” Gel Visco 

Hybrid Foam Mattress 

2” Cooling Gel Infused Visco Memory Foam with 

Removable Jacquard Knit EcoCool™ Cover 

[Type: Firm] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Removable / Washable 

Jacquard Knit EcoCool™ 

Cover 

2” Gel Infused Visco Elastic Memory Foam: 

 Originally developed to reduce g-force stress for astronauts during lift-off. 

 Eliminates partner movements to maximize sleeping comfort. 

 Allows for cooler sleeping and regulates sleep temperature. 

 Charcoal-infused to help create a natural, odor-free, anti-bacterial, and non- 

allergic sleeping surface. 

3” Comfort Visco Memory Foam Support: 

 Convoluted foam for increased airflow and temperature sensitivity. 

 Eliminate pressure points sensitivity while offering durability. 

 Conforms to the body shape, returning to its original form when not in use. 

5” Foam Encased Individual Coils: 

 Zoned Coils combined with Individual coils that provide advanced support. 

FR Barrier: 

 Fire Resistant Barriers; made of natural and synthetic fibers. 

EcoCool™ Jacquard Removable Knit Cover: 

 Eco Cool fabric, is designed to wick away moisture and body heat, creating 

the ultimate in thermal-neutrality sleeping comfort (cooler). 

 Soft, high quality, lightweight Jacquard cotton blend fabric is also removable 

and washable. 

2” High Resolution (HR) Support Base Foam: 

 High resolution High Density (HD) foam support 

 Layers improve such performance properties as: durability, strength, 

abrasion resistance, absorbency, and comfort. 

20 Year Limited Warranty (10 Year Non-Prorated+ 10 Year Prorated) 

Available in Queen & King 



 

 
 

 
The Veridian Collection from Solstice Sleep Products is 100% manufactured in the United States. Every mattress and foundation is produced 
in one of our U.S. factories. By designing and producing this product in the USA, we are able to monitor first-hand, the quality of our 
products and guarantee we are producing highest value products in the industry. 

 
Traditional concepts of innerspring support structure are integrated with technologically advanced construction of the coils. The supportive 
spring system is designed to improve proper torso alignment and help reduce partner movement throughout the night to give a better 
night’s sleep. Edges are reinforced with metal border wires or total encasement using fiber and foam to support the sleep surface and re- 
duce break-down all the way to the edge. With preferred-grade upholstery materials and fabrics, we are able to harmonize your style with 
your comfort needs for a great night’s sleep. 

 
The Solstice Sleep Products Veridian Collection features unique gel infused foam which provides a unique superior product offering sleep 
with luxurious comfort, durability, and pressure relief. Gel infused foam is designed to help maintain your body temperature for a more 
restful night’s sleep. 

 

Veridian Collection is designed to offer the highest value sleep system at an affordable price. 
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Factory Select Features: 

Comfort Level – Cushion 

Ultra Comfort Support Upholstery : 

 Comfort material fibers specially blended to improve 
performance properties such as durability, strength, 
abrasion resistance, absorbency, warmth and comfort 

Duraspring Innerspring : 

 This system boasts heavier gauge lacing and coils that 
increas coil stability and provides years of lasting com- 
fort 

 It is a stronger and more durable spring system made 
from 90% recycled steel, maintains innerspring integrity 
and creates a more comfortable sleep surface that 
adjusts its firmness as more weight and pressure is 
applied to the spring system. 

FR Barrier with Luxury Loft Foam Quilting : 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic 
fibers that meet all required federal standards. 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 5 year (1 year Non-Prorated + 4 years Prorated) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Factory Select 

Factory Select Factory Select 
Collection 



 
 
 

 

Aqua Plush Features: 

Comfort Level – Cushion 

Ultra Comfort Support Upholstery: 

 Comfort material fibers specially blended to improve 
sleep performance properties such as durability, 
strength, abrasion resistance, absorbency, warmth and 
comfort. 

Duraspring Innerspring: 

 Heavier gauge lacing system with coils that increase 
coil stability and provides years of lasting comfort 

 Stronger and more durable spring system made from 
90% recycled steel maintains innerspring integrity 

 More comfortable sleep surface that adjusts firmness 
as more weight and pressure is applied to the spring 
system 

FR Barrier with Luxury Loft Foam Quilting: 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic 
fibers that meet all required federal standards 

 The most comfortable luxury quilting materials to 
enhance the comfort of our mattresses. 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 5 year (1 year Non-Prorated + 4 years Prorated) 
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Aqua Plush 

Aqua Plush 



  
 
 
 

Aqua Eurotop Features: 

Comfort Level – Cushion Eurotop 
Ultra Comfort Support Upholstery: 

 Additional Eurotop layer for added comfort and sleep 
surface 

 Comfort material fibers specially blended to improve 
sleep performance properties such as durability, 
strength, abrasion resistance, absorbency, warmth 
and comfort 

Duraspring Innerspring: 

 This system boasts heavier gauge lacing and coils that 
increase coil stability and comfort 

 Stronger and more durable spring system made from 
90% recycled steel maintains innerspring integrity, 
creating a more comfortable sleep surface 

 Adjusts its firmness as more weight and pressure is 
applied to the spring system 

FR Barrier with Luxury Loft Foam Quilting: 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic 
fibers that meet all required federal standards 

 The most comfortable luxury quilting materials to 
enhance the comfort of our mattresses 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 5 year (1 year Non-Prorated + 4 years Prorated) 
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Auqa Euro Top 

Aqua Euro Top 



 

Viridian 
Collection 

Amethyst Plush Features: 

Comfort Level – Plush 
Ultra Gel Quilting Foam: 
 Highest level of quilting gel foam 

 High density layer of gel foam; designed to be more resilient 
than other quilting layers 

 Gel infused foam; creates a unique sleep surface 
Ultra Comfort Support Upholstery with Visco Support Zones: 

 Cushioned comfort layers of individually responsive, 
body-conforming foams. 

 Soothing mattress layers, combined with a zonal Visco 
Memory Foam for support 

 Eases pressure points and reduces tossing and turning 
Duraspring Elite Innerspring: 
 Most advanced off-set innerspring construction 

 Offers the latest in coil design technology, with unique 
alternating coil layout and zoned center lumbar support 

 Each coil is designed to flex independently for greater 
sensitivity to body shapes 

 Contours by creating balanced support from head to toe 

Total 360° Encased Construction: 

 Extra firm 3” perimeter of solid edge support that surround 
various components of the innerspring and framing 

 Perimeter reinforcement facilitates secure attachment and 
alignment of support of comfort overlying materials 

 Improves the function and support characteristics of the 
innerspring 

FR Barrier with Luxury Loft Foam Quilting: 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic fibers 
that meet all required federal standards 

 The most comfortable luxury quilting materials to en- 
hance the comfort of our mattresses 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 10 year Non-Prorated 

Amethyst Plush 

Amethyst Plush 



 
 

Amethyst Pillow Top Features: 

Comfort Level – Pillow Top 
Ultra Gel Quilting Foam: 

 HD Gel Foam layer, designed to be more resilient than other 
quilting layers for a higher level of comfort and support 

 Gel infused foam creates the unique sleep surface offering 
more comfort, better durability, and more pressure relief 

Pillowtop Soft Loft Comfort Foam with Ultra Comfort Support: 

 Cushioned comfort layers with individually responsive, body- 
conforming foams 

 Combined layers of zonal Visco-Memory Foam for support 
and pressure point relief; reduces tossing and turning 

 Cooler comfort layers that whisk heat and moisture away for 
a better night’s sleep 

Duraspring Elite Innerspring: 
 Advanced off-set innerspring construction 

 Latest coil design technology with its unique alternating coil 
layout and zoned center lumbar support 

 Coils are designed to flex independently for greater sensitivi- 
ty to body shapes and contours - creating balanced support 

Total 360° Encased Construction: 

 Extra firm 3” perimeter of solid edge support 

 Surrounded by various components of the innerspring and 
framing 

 Perimeter reinforcement for secure support alignment 

 Comfort overlying materials improve the function and the 
support characteristics of the innerspring 

FR Barrier with Soft Loft Foam Quilting: 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic fibers 
that meet all required federal standards. 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 10 years 
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Amethyst Pillow Top 

Amethyst Pillow Top 



 
 

Coral Eurotop Features: 

Comfort Level – Plush Eurotop 
Eurotop Soft Loft Comfort Foam with Ultra Comfort Support: 

 Cushioned comfort layers with individually responsive 
body-conforming foams 

 Eases pressure points; reduces tossing and turning 
Duraspring Posture Plus Innerspring: 

 Posture Plus innerspring construction; the latest in coil 
design technology with its unique shape and patented wire 
process 

 A stronger, thinner and lighter coil maintains innerspring 
integrity 

 Creates a comfortable sleep surface that is responsive to 
the body as weight shifts, reacting immediately to natural 
sleep movements 

 Self-adjusting for proper spinal alignment and individual 
body contour, this construction provides lasting support 
for reparative sleep 

Total 360° Encased Construction : 

 Extra firm 3” perimeter of solid edge support and surround 
various components of the innerspring and framing 

 Perimeter reinforcement facilitates secure attachment and 
alignment of support and comfort overlying materials; 
improves function and support characteristics of the inner- 
spring 

FR Barrier with Luxury Loft Foam Quilting: 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic fibers 
that meet all required federal standards 

 The most comfortable luxury quilting materials to enhance 
the comfort of our mattresses 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 10 year Non-Prorated 
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Coral Euro Top 

Coral Euro Top 



 
 

Quartz Boxtop Features: 

Comfort Level – Plush Boxtop 
Ultra Gel Quilting Foam: 

 HD Gel Foam layer, designed to be more resilient than other 
quilting layers for a higher level of comfort and support 

 Gel infused foam creates the unique sleep surface offering 
more comfort, better durability, and more pressure relief 

Pillowtop Soft Loft Comfort Foam with Ultra Comfort Support: 

 5.5” Layered Comfort Foam and Visco Foam surround coils 

 Individually responsive cushioned body-conforming foams 

 Combined layers of zonal Visco-Memory Foam for support 
and pressure point relief; reduces tossing and turning 

 Cooler comfort layers that whisk heat and moisture away for 
a better night’s sleep 

Duraspring Elite Innerspring: 
 552 InnerAct Support Coils 

 Advanced off-set innerspring construction 

 Latest coil design technology with its unique alternating coil 
layout and zoned center lumbar support 

 Coils are designed to flex independently for greater sensitivity 
to body shapes and contours - creating balanced support 

Total 360° Encased Construction: 

 Extra firm 3” perimeter of solid edge support 

 Various components surround the innerspring and framing 

 Perimeter reinforcement facilitates secure attachment and 
alignment of support 

 Comfort overlying materials improves function and support 
characteristics of the innerspring 

FR Barrier with Soft Loft Foam Quilting: 

 Fire resistant barriers made of natural and synthetic fibers 
that meet all required federal standards. 

All Wood Foundation 
Warranty – 10 years Non-Prorated 

Quartz Boxtop 
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Quartz Boxtop 



Resort Hotel 

 

 

 

THE 

COLLECTION 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 High resiliency polyurethane core providing a continuous and flexible support surface 

 Varying comfort layers with Talalay Latex, JGel, and Micro-coils 

 SofTech Palladian Micro-coils offering balance and eliminating partner disturbance 

 Superior air flow guarantees a cooler night’s sleep 



THE 

Resort Hotel 
COLLECTIO

N 

2-Sided 

Available Twin, Full, Queen & King 

 

 

 

Catalina 
Enjoy the sleeping comfort and support from hotels and resorts world- 
wide in your home all year long with the Catalina, 2-Sided Cushion Firm 

model. 

 
This mattress features the optimum combination of materials and steel 

innerspring support system to provide the best night’s sleep by elimi- 
nating pressure points and reducing tossing and turning. 

 
Allowing supportive comfort every night, from high quality, top selling 

hotel mattresses from around the world, but in the comfort of your own 

home... 

2-Sided Mattress 

Comfort Layers: 

 Quilted layers of 5/8” Firm Foam 

 Safe Slumber® Fire Retardant System 

 7/8” Firm Comfort Foam 
 

Mattress Unit: 

 6” Duraspring Bonnell Support System 

 Twin Coils 216 

 Full Coils 312 

 Queen Coils 390 

 King Coils 468 
 

Foundation:  TruBalance Foundation 

Warranty:  5 years total/Non-Prorated 

 

Firmness: Firm 



THE 

Resort Hotel 
COLLECTIO

N 

2-Sided 

Available Twin, Full, Queen & King 

 
 
 

Bermuda 
Enjoy the sleeping comfort and support from hotels and resorts worldwide 
in your home all year long with the Bermuda, 2-Sided Cushion Luxury 

model. 

 
This mattress features the optimum combination of materials and steel 
innerspring support system to provide the best night’s sleep by eliminating 
pressure points and reducing tossing and turning. 

 
Allowing supportive comfort every night, from high quality, top selling 

hotel mattresses from around the world, but in the comfort of your own 

home... 

2- Sided Mattress 

Comfort Layers: 

 Stretch Knit Cover 

 Quilted to 1” Super Soft Foam and 5/8” Luxury Firm Foam 

 Safe Slumber® Fire Retardant System 

 7/8” Firm Comfort Foam 

 Extra Firm Comfort Pad 

Mattress Unit: 

 3” Total Encasement using Duraspring InnerAct Support System 

 Twin Coils 330 

 Full Coils 528 

 Queen Coils 552 

 King Coils 696 

Foundation: TruBalance Foundation 

Warranty: 10 year warranty 

Firmness: Cushion Luxury 



Resort Hotel 

 
 
 

THE 

COLLECTION 

St. Simon 
Enjoy the sleeping comfort and support from hotels and resorts worldwide 
in your home all year long with the Bermuda, 2-Sided Cushion Luxury 

model. 

 
This mattress features the optimum combination of materials and steel 
innerspring support system to provide the best night’s sleep by eliminating 
pressure points and reducing tossing and turning. 

 
Allowing supportive comfort every night, from high quality, top selling 

hotel mattresses from around the world, but in the comfort of your own 

home... 

Firmness: Plush 
 

Comfort Layers: 

 Quilted to 1 ½” Super Soft Convoluted Foam 

 5/8” Ultra Gel Quilting Foam 

 Safe Slumber® Fire Retardant System 

 
Support Layers: 

 1 3/4” Super Soft Support Foam 

 Convoluted Comfort Foam to Cradle & Support the Muscles 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Available Twin, Full, Queen & King 

Mattress Unit: 

 7” Proprietary Resort Hotel High Density Foam Core 

 Same foam used in the finest hotels worldwide 

Foundation: TruBalance Foundation 

Warranty: 

 Limited 20 year warranty. 

 First 10 years Non-Prorated 

 11-20 years Prorated 



PureGel Pillow 
The Dual sided Enso PureGel Infused Memory Foam offers a super soft 
Tencel cover providing moisture management and is naturally antibacterial. 
Gel infused Clustered memory foam on one side for a cool, conforming, 
comfort and premium polyester fiber on the other for a luxurious feel. 

Queen Mattress 80” x 60” x 8” 
King Mattress 80” x 76” x 10” 

Available Sizes: 

Queen (20"W x 30"L) 
King (20"W x 36"L) 

Enso Mattresses & Pillows 

8” Hampton Available in Twin, Full and Queen 

Available in Twin, Full and Queen 

 

1: Quilt Package 

 Polyester Knit Cover 

 Removable Zippered Cover 

 Non-skid Protective Dust Cover 

2: 2” Premium Quality Airflow Pressure Relief Memory Foam 

 Reduces body pressure points and increases ventilation 

3: 6” HD Polyurethane Base Foam 

 Durable and supportive for long lasting comfort 
 

 
 

The Enso Hampton 8" mattress features a polyester cover, a top layer of Enso airflow pressure relief memory foam 

for added ventilation and to reduce body heat transfer and a base layer of high density foam for added support. 

8” Hampton 
Twin Mattress 75” x 35” x 8” 
Full Mattress 75” x 54” x 8” 
Queen Mattress 80” x 60” x 8” 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
8” Kona PureGel® 
The 8” Kona mattress features a Tencel and poly cover, PureGel infused memory foam providing a cooler more 

restful night sleep, Tri-Tech memory foam for the ultimate in conforming support, foam encased edge support 

adding 10% more usable sleep surface and a base layer of high density support foam for optimum support and 

durability. 

1:    Quilt Package 

 Removable, zippered non-skid Protective Dust Cover 

2: 2” PureGel® Infused Memory Foam 

 Provides a cooler, more healthy nights sleep 

3: Foam Encased Border Edge 

 Provides 10% Greater Sleep Surface 

4: 2” Tri-Tech Memory Foam 

 Combination of 3 Enso Memory Foams, for greater 

pressure relieving comfort and support 

5: 2” HR Support Foam 

 Creates a responsive, conforming support layer 

6: 2” HD Polyurethane Base Foam 

 Durable and supportive for long lasting comfort 

8” Kona PureGel® 



 

Standard, Low-Profile, Split & Adjustable 

Foundations + Bunkie Boards 
Adjustable Beds for TWIN XL, QUEEN & KING 

 

 

Ergonomically designed to move with your body, and provide healthy, 

rejuvenating sleep positions for all body types. Also featuring our unique 

independent Head and Foot control, giving you complete comfort positioning 

capabilities. 3 year comprehensive warranty, works with most headboard/ 

footboard configurations, 650lbs weight capacity per unit, battery back up 

and 1-800 service number for maximum customer support. 

 
What is a Bunk “Bunkie” Board? 

People with bunk beds, antique or specialty size bedroom furniture 

often have height limitations, so the mattress doesn’t obscure their 

decorative headboard or take up too much space. 

Specialty mattress customers can use a bunkie board, and combine 

the best of today’s advanced materials and construction with the 

timeless beauty of their fine furniture. 

 
 
 

  

 Standard Foundation 

Love the look of a tall mattress set? 

A Standard Foundation is perfect! 

 Low Profile Foundation 

Lower the height of the mattress 

set with a Low Profile Foundation. 

 Split Foundation 

Tight stairwell? 

More stability for the mattress? 

A Split Foundation is perfect! 

30” Wide 30” Wide 7 ½” – 9” Tall 5 ¼” – 5 ½” Tall 



CSS-I416Q Deluxe Frame - Queen ONLY CSS-IS3755 Deluxe Frame 

  
 

  
Metal Instalock (34C) Frame Adjusts to Twin or Full 

with Rug Saver Casters 

Metal Instalock (126Q) Deluxe Frame With Side-to-Side Center 
Support Plastic Glides 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Metal Instalock (1416Q) Frame with Side-to-Side Center Support 

Plastic Glides or Snap-in, Rug Saver Casters 

Metal Instalock (CS375) Deluxe Frame (QUEEN, KING, CAL KING) 
Adjusts to Queen, King or Cal King with Plastic Glides and Snap-in 
Rug Saver Casters 

CSS-I126Q Queen ONLY CSS-I34C Twin-Full 

Frames 


